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Abstract 

This paper reviews the linear instability of nonlinear traveling waves in Hamiltonian systems subject 
to superharmonic perturbations. Tanaka's instability, characterized by a zero eigenvalue with geometric 
multiplicity of one and algebraic multiplicity equal to or greater than four, occurs in the presence of 
translationally symmetric traveling wave solutions at the extrema of energy with respect to wave speed. 
The theory finds application in the study of the superharmonic instability of wave equations with a 
Hamiltonian structure, such as water waves with constant vorticity. 

1 Introduction 

Traveling waves are ubiquitous phenomena that arise as special subsets of solutions to differential equations 
describing the time evolution of diverse physical systems, such as fluids or plasmas. Object of the present 
paper is a type of traveling wave instability, called the Tanaka instability, which occurs in Hamiltonian 

systems. This instability was first observed by Tanaka [1], who numerically showed that a steep gravity wave 
subject to superharmonic disturbances (perturbations with a wavenumber that is an integer multiple of the 

fundamental mode of oscillation) destabilizes in correspondence of the point where energy is stationary with 
respect to wave speed. This fact was unexpected because earlier analysis carried out by Longuet-Higgins [2] 
suggested that instability would arise in correspondence of the wave steepness with maximum wave speed. 

The Tanaka instability was later explained by Saffman [3], who performed a linear stability analysis and 
showed that any traveling wave solution of a canonical Hamiltonian system with both translational and 
reflectional symmetry and subject to superharmonic perturbations possesses a zero eigenvalue with algebraic 
multiplicity equal to or greater than four at the extrema of energy with respect to wave speed. This result 

was generalized in [4], where it was shown that the reflectional symmetry of the wave profile is not essential 
for the manifestation of the Tanaka instability. Recently, Murashige and Choi [5] observed the occurrence 
of the Tanaka instability in a different system (water waves over a linear shear flow), confirming that this 
phenomenon represents a general feature of Hamiltonian dynamics. 

The Tanaka instability can be physically understood as follows. First, due to the postulated translational 

invariance of traveling waves, such solutions cannot be unique, and the characteristic polynomial associated 
with the linear stability analysis for the growth of infinitesimal perturbations always has zero as root. Fur-
thermore, the algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue is always even and at least equal to two because 
of the Hamiltonian structure of the equations. When energy becomes stationary as a function of wave speed, 

the algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue increases to at least four, indicating the coalescence of the 
zero eigenvalue associated with translational symmetry with a generally non-zero eigenvalue. In other words, 
the square of the second eigenvalue goes from positive to negative values in correspondence of these energy 

extrema, implying the onset of instability. 
In this paper, we review the Tanaka instability from the standpoint of Hamiltonian mechanics [6, 7] 

by following the discussion of [4]. While we are concerned with infinite dimensional canonical Hamiltonian 
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systems, we remark that the theory can be generalized to the noncanonical case. In section 2, we derive a 
Krein-like theorem [8, 9] for the linear stability of traveling waves in canonical Hamiltonian systems subject 
to superharmonic disturbances. In particular, we show that if er is an eigenvalue, so is -er. In section 3 some 
examples of infinite dimensional Hamiltonian systems in canonical form are provided, including the nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation and the water wave system with constant vorticity. The occurrence of the Tanaka 
instability is discussed in section 4. Finally, some considerations on further relaxation of the conditions for 
the onset of the Tanaka instability are given in the concluding section. 

2 Superharmonic Krein's Theorem for Traveling Waves in Canon-

ical Hamiltonian Systems 

In this paper we are concerned with infinite dimensional Hamiltonian systems in canonical form: 

紋. ,5H 枷 ,5H
=- = 

況 初 'at <5(・ 
(1) 

Here, (= ((x, t) and T/ = T/ (x, t) are real valued functions of n Cartesian coordinates x = (叶，…，炉）€ 町

and time t. Both (and T/ belong to a vector space X equipped with the standardび innerproduct〈f,g〉=
flll.n f g* dV where f, g E X and * stands for the complex conjugate. The Hamiltonian H = H [Cry] is a real 
valued functional of (and T/・In the following, we shall assume that (, T/, and H are smooth. The symbol r5 
denotes functional differentiation. For the purpose of the present paper the first order functional derivative 
r5H/如 ofa functional H = H [ u1, u汽…]is defined according to 

H[ui+Er]-H[ui] oH 

見€ ＝〈口〉， (2) 

with r EX. 
In finite dimensions, the linear stability of a steady solution of a Hamiltonian system in canonical form is 

described by Krein's theorem [8, 9], which states that the sprectrum of the linearized problem for the growth 

of infinitesimal perturbations is time-reversible and symmetric, i.e. if O" E IC is an eigenvalue, so must be -O", 
ゲ， and-O"*. Krein's theorem can be easily verified in two dimensions: given a steady solution ((0,'f)o) of 
the 2 dimensional Hamilton's equations 

. BH BH 
(= 

枷'
71= -

紋 '
(3) 

the linearized equations for perturbations (d, J) = ((-(0, T/ -710) around the steady state are 

[1] = A [~] , A = [訂―尻:1/] (4) 

Here, the lower indexes specify partial derivatives, e.g. H,,-, =伊H/8⑪ry. Furthermore, the partial derivatives 
of the Hamiltonian H = H ((, ry) are evaluated at the steady state ((0, ry0). The matrix A satisfies the property: 

ふA乃Tc=A, (5) 

whereふ isthe symplectic matrix 

ふ＝［『口］． (6) 

It follows that the characteristic polynomial p (er) of A is an even function of the eigenvalue er. Indeed, 

p(cr) = det (A-er!)= det (JcAT .'. 「~+びJ;) = (det .'. 「~)2det(AT +crl) =p(-cr). (7) 
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In this notation AT denotes the transpose matrix, while I is the identity matrix. Therefore, if a is an 
eigenvalue, so is -a. Furthermore, since A is a real matrix, its characteristic polynomial has real coefficients, 
which implies that a* and -a* are eigenvalues as well (non-real roots of polynomials with real coefficients 
arise in complex conjugate pairs). 

A similar linear stability result applies to traveling wave solutions of system (1) subject to superharmonic 
perturbations, i.e. perturbations whose wave number is an integer multiple of a fundamental wavenumber 
K。.To see this, consider the change of variables with complex coefficients 

ri+i(ry-iく
a= ⑫ 'b =  v"2・

In the new variables, system (1) becomes: 

oa .oH ob .oH 
-=-!- -=!  ― 
at ob'at oa. 

(8) 

(9) 

Given a function a (x, t), the Fourier transform F [a] = ii, (k, t) and the inverse Fourier transform F-1位］＝
a(x,t) are defined as 

ii= (2いinae—ik•"'dx, a= (2いJ良niieik•xdk (10) 

Observing that 

竺=!竺竺dk= l J四-ik-"'dk, 竺=!竺竺dk= l 竺e―ik-,:
l5b II. れ l5bl5b (21!" t/2 ]Rn l5b l5a 即 l5fll5a (21I"t12 ln l5fl dk, (ll) 

and using equations (9) and (10), it follows that 

aa oH a& .oH 
-(k,t) = -iー(-k,t), -(k,t) = 1―(-k,t). 
8t ob 8t 励

(12) 

Furthermore, from the definition of the Fourier transform (10) and the property a* = b, the relationships 

below hold: 
ii(k,t)=b*(-k,t), b(k,t)=が (-k,t). (13) 

Then, equation (12) can be written as 

a& . 8H・a6  . 8H・ 
面＝ーI(瓦），西=I(祠） (14) 

Here both a and bare evaluated at (k, t). Next, suppose that c E JR.n is the phase speed of a traveling wave 
and perform a second change of coordinates (x, t)→ (x', t') = (x -ct, t) to a reference frame moving with 
speed c. Setting s = a (x'+ ct, t) and u = b (x'+ ct, t), we have 

e -,k-ct 
a= J se―ik-a:'dぷ=e―ik-ct8

伽）n/2 知
， 

e -1k-ct b= j ue―ik-a:'dぷ =e―ik-ct•
(21r) n/2 

u. 
J!.n 

(15) 

Using equation (14) and equation (15), we obtain 

＊ as JH au . JH 
＊ 

玩 =ik-cs-iげ），百 =ik-cu+1(瓦） (16) 

Observe that now traveling wave solutions with phase speed care given by steady solutions of system (16). 
In the superharmonic setting s and u are infinite dimensional vectors with components 

s=(尉，孔…）T, U = (砧訊…）r, (17) 
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where s1 = s (jk。,t), 炉=u (jk。,t), k。=k。c/c,and ljl EN. In this notation c = lei-Then, equation (16) 
takes the form 

＊ 
8s 8H 

＊ Bu 8H 面＝直い（可）， at=直ii+iに） (18) 

Here, we introduced the diagonal matrix I with components勾=jk。8}Let (S, U) denote a steady solution 

of (18) and consider infinitesimal perturbations (d, f) = (s -S, u -U) of such equilibrium state. Then, the 
linearization of system (18) around (S, U) gives the system of equations 

dt =i心d-i (Hssd + Hsu!)* , 

ft=直 f+ i (Husd + Huuf)*, 

d;=-icIず十 i(Hssd +Hsu!), 

ft*=-i心f*-i (Husd + Huu). 

(19a) 

(19b) 

(19c) 

(19d) 

Here, the matrices Hss, Hsu, Hus, and Huu are evaluated at the steady state (S, U). Notice that in this 

notation (Hsu);= 82H/8蒻炉 andso on. By introducing the matrix 

^
U
 

0
江

HsUHu

心

OHSSHas

―

―

 
•1 

＝
 

J
 

-H;, 
H* us 
-cエ

゜and defining v = (d,f,d*,f*f, system (19) can be written as 

巧=Jv. 

，
 

―

―

 応。立
(20) 

(21) 

Now the linear stability of a traveling wave solution with phase speed c can be examined by solving the 

eigenvalue problem for J. Next, consider the matrix 

Q~[i ::I T>
Here, I is the identity matrix with the same dimension邸 I.Qh邸 thefollowing properties 

Q2 = -1, ぴ＝―Q,

(22) 

(23) 

with I the identity matrix in appropriate dimensions. Using these relationships, the following identity can 
be verified 

QJTQ = J. 

From (23) and (24), it follows that the characteristic polynomial p (び） of J is even: 

(24) 

p(び） = <let (J -al)= <let (QPQ十aQり=(detQ)2det (F +al)= p(-a). (25) 

Thus, if er is an eigenvalue, so is -er. This behavior, which is a consequence of the Hamiltonian structure of 

the equations, physically represents time reversal symmetry. 

3 Infinite Dimensional Hamiltonian Systems in Canonical Form 

In this section we review some examples of infinite dimensional Hamiltonian systems that arise in the canonical 

form (1) in the context of quantum and fluid mechanics. 
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3.1 The Schrodinger equation 

Consider the 3 dimensional Schrodinger equation for a particle in a potential V 

如がin、
8t 
-=-—△心十 Vゅ．

2m 
(26) 

Here, li is the reduced Planck constant, m the particle mass, andゅthewave function. Equation (26) is 
a linear partial differential equation for the complex variableゅ.Upon introducing the change of variables 
(Madelung representation) 

心=y'Pexp {炉｝， (27) 

wherep = I心12is the probability density in the position basis and 0 the phase variable, equation (26) tranlates 
into a system of two coupled partial differential equations: 

8p 1 

at 
-=-―▽ • (p▽ 0), 

m 

80 炉 I▽Pl2 lv'Bl2 △p 面＝玩(-4p2 - fj,2 十冠)-V. 

System (28b) can be cast in canonical Hamiltonian form 

8p = 8H 80 8H 
＝一

at 80'at ap' 

where the Hamiltonian H is given by 

H=い（ご+v+こIv'logpl2) dV 

3.2 The nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

Consider the 3 dimensional nonlinear Schrodinger equation and its complex conjugate 

in竺＝＿竺
at 2m 

△心＋畔討， -in竺二＿竺
at 2m 

△釘+K,心*I心2

Here, K-E恥 isa constant. Define the new variables 

a=汀（心＋心*), b=}~ ⑯ーか）

Then, equation (31) can be expressed in canonical Hamiltonian form 

8a 8H 8b 8H 
= =-

at 8b'at 8a' 

where the Hamiltonian H is given by 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

H=  L3 (ff向 12+; Iい） dV= L3 [~(1• al2 + I▽ bl2) + sF;2 (a2 + b2「]dV. (34) 
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3.3 Water waves with constant vorticity 

Consider a gravity-capillary wave over a linear shear current. The fluid density is assumed to be constant and 

equal to 1. The domain n of the system is 2 dimensional and has boundary 8!1. Let (x, y) denote a Cartesian 
coordinate system with the x axis aligned with the horizontal direction of propagation of the wave and the 

y axis aligned with the vertical upward direction. We have n = { (x, y) E~2 I O < x < L, d < y < r, (x, t) }, 
where L > 0 and d -<: 0 are real constants and rJ (x, t) represents the elevation of the water surface at 
the point (x, t). The boundary an = BU~UT can be divided in three components: the bottom B = 
{ (x, y) E~2 I y = d}, the water surface~= { (x, y) E配 Iy = r,(x t)}, and th e vertical boundanes T = 

{(x,y) E配 Ix = { 0, L}}. In n, the velocity field h as expression 

V=▽ ¢-wy8x, (35) 

In this notation¢is the velocity potential, Ox the tangent vector along the x axis, and w a real constant 
representing the vorticity of the shear current. The ideal Euler equations for the fluid c皿 bewritten邸

▽ 1>12 
c!>t = f-w心— +w砂X - P-gy, △ cp = 0 in n, 

2 
(36) 

with f = f (t) an arbitrary function of time, 心theharmonic conjugate of¢, P the pressure, and g the 
gravitational constant. Equation (36) is supplied with the boundary condition如=0 at the bottom B, the 
periodic boundary condition v (0, y, t) = v (L, y, t) on the vertical boundaries T, and the dynamic boundary 
conditions at the water surface刃

2 2 
I▽ <!>I 8 TJx w w 

(t = - 2 -gry+a西(~)+い+w加—ぅxーロ
'//t =</>y―如'//x+WTJ'/)x, 

where we introduced the real constant a associated with surface tension and the quantities 

く=0-号ixr,ds, 0 =の(x,r,,t), X =心 (x,r,,t). 

(37a) 

(37b) 

(38) 

Notice that here the function X, which is defined up to an arbitrary function of time, is chosen to be such that 

x(O,t)-(w/2)が(0,t) = 0. Furthermore, at the water surface the pressure P does not appear explicitly in 
the equations since it equals the constant atmospheric pressure and as such it can be canceled by appropriate 

choice off. Solving system (37b) is sufficient to determine the potential¢in the whole fl. This is because 
the continuity equation (the second equation in (36)) implies that¢is a harmonic function, and thus it can 
be computed by solving the relevant boundary value problem for Laplace's equation. System (37b) can be 
cast in canonical Hamiltonian form (see [10] and [4]). We have 

OH-
幻＝

 

枷一
ot，

 

訊
一
初＝

 

紋
一
祝

(39) 

where the Hamiltonian H is given by 

L 

H[(,r,] = 1 [[ (亨-wy¢x) dy] dx + 1L (討＋予が+ay'l+通） dx. (40) 

4 The Tanaka Instability 

The purpose of the present section is to show that if a traveling wave solution of a canonical Hamiltonian sys-

tern in the form (1) subject to superharmonic perturbations admits a translational symmetry, then Tanaka's 
instability occurs at the extrema of energy with respect to wave speed. As explained in section 1, this can 
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be shown by determining the conditions under which the zero eigenvalue has algebraic multiplicity greater 
than two. 

Let e E配 denotethe spatial direction of the translational symmetry of a traveling wave solution (S, U). 
The existence of this symmetry implies that the functions 

ふ=S(ぷ＋入~), 広 =U(x'+ 入~), (41) 

are also traveling wave solutions for any choice of the par3II1eter入 E 恥. The Fourier transform of the 

translated solution can be evaluated to be 

ふ=e込k'8, 広=ei入ksfj_ (42) 

On the other hand, the existence of translational symmetry implies that steady solutions of system (18) are 
not unique, and the matrix J of equation (20) has a non-trivial null-space corresponding to an eigenvector a 
with eigenvalue er= 0. Using equation (42), the vector a can be computed as below: 

ふ—S

a~ 瓜［塁 ~ik E 悶J入-o u (43) 

Restricting to superharmonics, this gives 

a~iデ［一~i~l (44) 

Due to the parity of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix J discussed in section 2, the eigenvalue 
a= 0 must have even algebraic multiplicity. Therefore, there must exist a generalized eigenvector fJ of rank 

2 associated with the eigenvalue a= 0. The vector fJ can be obtained from equation (18) by differentiating 
the equilibrium system 

（誓）● =C岱， （誓）＊＝ー心じ 誓＝江紅 誓＝一虚＊， (45) 

with respect to the absolute value c of the wave speed c (in the following, we shall refer to c simply as 

the wave speed). Notice that in the last equation the derivatives 8H/8s and 8H/8u are evaluated at the 
equilibrium (S, U). We have 

This system has the form 

H;s 
dB* --- -+江ー＝一IS
de 

H;u 
dか dB

de de 
A A A 

dS* dU* dU A 

Hふ— +H* —＋江ー＝—IUde uu de de'  

＾＾  dS dU A 

cI 
dS* 

Hss-+Hsu-- - =岱＊
de de de 

＾＾  dS dU d〇* A 

-Hus— -H岬ー—心— =IU*.
de de de 

J(J = a, 

(46a) 

(46b) 

(46c) 

(46d) 

(47) 
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with the generalized eigenvector (3 of rank 2 given by 

p~ デヽ [fl・ (48) 

Assuming that the translational symmetry represents the only degeneracy of the matrix J, the geometric 
condition for the existence of a generalized eigenvector of rank 3 associated with the eigenvalue a = 0 is given 
by 

〈/3,a〉=o, (49) 

where〈/3,a〉=f3. が denotesthe standard inner product, and a is the eigenvector of Jt = (J*f associated 
with the eigenvalue a= 0. The condition (49) follows from the fact that any vector f3 perpendicular to the 
null-space of the Hermitian conjugate Jt belongs to the image of J, i.e. f3 = J1 for some appropriate choice 

of 1 when (49) is satisfied (see for example [4]). If it exists, the vector 1 then represents the generalized 
eigenvector of rank 3. Notice that, due to the parity of the characteristic polynomial, the existence of 1 
automatically implies that the eigenvalue a = 0 has algebraic multiplicity equal to or greater than four. An 
explicit calculations shows that a has expression 

"-i字[_;t.] (50) 

Equation (49) thus becomes 

〈/3,a〉＝→(Yf [誓岱＊＿誓幻＊＋詈zふ丁叫 =0 (51) 

In order to understand the physical meaning of this condition, now consider the derivative of the Hamiltonian 
H with respect to cat the equilibrium state. Using (45), we have 

. . . . 
dH 8H dS 8H dU dS dU 
ー＝ー・—＋ー· —＝心s•. --cI. 〇*. — 
de as de au de de de 

(52) 

We conclude that 

〈fJ,a〉=-4i (三）竺dc2・

Therefore, a sufficient condition for the zero eigenvalue to have algebraic multiplicity of at least four is that 
the energy H is stationary with respect to wave speed c. 

(53) 

5
 

Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, the Tanaka instability of traveling waves was reviewed from the perspective of Hamiltonian 
mechanics. This instability occurs in Hamiltonian systems when a traveling wave solution subject to su-
perharmonic disturbances possesses a translational symmetry and its energy is stationary as a function of 
wave speed. The stationary points are characterized by the zero eigenvalue of the linear stability problem 

for the growth rate of infinitesimal perturbations. In particular, the algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigen-
value, which is always even due to the Hamiltonian structure of the equations, jumps in correspondence of 
the energy extrema, indicating the coalescence of the mode corresponding to translational symmetry with a 

different (generally non-zero) eigenvalue, and causing the onset of instability. 
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While we have restricted our discussion to canonical Hamiltonian systems in the form (1), it is possible 
to generalize the theory to the noncanonical Hamiltonian setting. Several infinite dimensional Hamiltonian 
systems, such as the modon equation [11], the Hasegawa-Mima equation [12], the KdV equation, or magne-
tohydrodynamics, occur in noncanonical form. Therefore, we expect the Tanaka instability to manifest also 
for traveling wave solutions of these systems provided that the relevant energy possesses stationary points 

with respect to wave speed. 
A second aspect that deserves comment is the scope of Krein's theorem. In this paper, the restriction 

of the perturbations to superharmonics enabled the proof of a Krein-like theorem for the linear stability of 
traveling waves. More precisely, superharmonic perturbations transform the linear stability problem from 
a continuous one to a discrete one. However, the applicability of a Krein-like theorem with respect to a 

more general spectrum may allow a further generalization of the conditions for the occurrence of the Tanaka 
instability. 
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